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REVISED AND UPDATED FOR 2007!

Author’s note to the second edition.

When I first released the ebook that you are now reading by posting it on my site and my 
blog and sending a press release out about it in mid-January 2006, I thought I might get a 
few thousand downloads. Imagine my surprise when the ebook was downloaded more 
than 15,000 times in just the first week! 

Since then, I have been happily watching the wave of interest from this effort and am 
amazed by the metrics. When I first put it out, there was precisely one hit on Google for 
the phrase “new rules of pr.” The last time I checked there were over 9,000 Google hits 
because hundreds of bloggers and online media outlets have written about the ebook and 
thousands of readers have commented on my blog and others. As I write this, it is nearly 
a year since the release of the first edition and some 150,000 people have downloaded it 
(so far). Thank you for your enthusiasm.

David McInnis was among the very first people to download the ebook, write about it on 
his blog, and help push the viral marketing buzz. David suggested doing a second edition 
of the ebook and I am pleased that he has not only written a foreword for it, but also 
contributed a series of newsmarketer tips. David and the team at PRWeb have pioneered 
social media tools for press releases such as tagging and trackbacks, so he is the ideal 
person to put his stamp on this new and improved edition.

If you read the first edition, welcome back! If you are reading The New Rules of PR for 
the first time, prepare to learn about a new way to get your organization noticed on the 
Web.

© 2006 - 2007 by David Meerman Scott 
Second Edition, January 2007

Copyright holder is licensing this under the Creative Commons License, Attribution 2.5.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/ 

Thank you to Mark Alan Effinger, www.RichContent.com for the e-book design. The 
cartoon is by the talented Dan Rosandich. To have Dan make a custom cartoon for you, 
contact him at: www.danscartoons.com 
Author photo by Bruce Rogovin http://rogovin.com/ 

Please feel free to post this on your blog or email it to whomever you believe 
would benefit from reading it. Thank you.
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Coming in June 2007 — the long awaited hardcover book by David Meerman Scott 
The New Rules of Marketing and PR: How to use news releases, blogs, podcasts, 
viral marketing and online media to reach your buyers directly

Told with over 50 compelling case 
examples, the book is a practical guide to 
the new reality of PR and marketing on 
the Web. 

“The Internet is not so much about 
technology as it is about people.  David 
Meerman Scott, in his remarkable ‘The New 
Rules of Marketing and PR,’ goes far 
beyond technology and explores the 
ramifications of the Web as it pertains to 
people.  He sets down a body of rules which 
show you how to negotiate those 
ramifications with maximum effectiveness.  
And he does it with real-life case histories 
and an engaging style.”
Jay Conrad Levinson
The Father of Guerrila Marketing
Author, "Guerrilla Marketing" series of 
books

“’The New Rules of Marketing & PR’ teaches readers how to launch a thought 
leadership campaign by using the far-reaching, long-lasting tools of social media. It is an 
invaluable guide for anyone who wants to make a name for themselves, their ideas, and 
their organization.”
Mark Levy
Co-author of How to Persuade People Who Don’t Want to be Persuaded and founder 
of Levy Innovation: A Marketing Strategy Firm

Cloth – ISBN 0-470-11345 – 240 pages
US $24.95 / CAN $29.99 / UK 15.99
Available June 2007 from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Foreword 

The New PR Revolution
Historically, business has relied on the media to tell its story.  But what happens if there 
are more stories than the media has time to tell?  The answer is simple:  Each day, the 
compelling stories from thousands of organizations fall into that black hole of PR, barred 
by the journalists who have established themselves as the gatekeepers of information.  

Until now.  

In 1997, PRWeb began a quiet revolution to alter how we think about the modern press 
release and direct-to-consumer communication.   The movement caught on.  We now live 
in an exciting world of "media bypass" where the socially-networked consumer gets to 
decide what is newsworthy and salient.  

How did PRWeb do it? By paying attention to online consumer behavior and positioning 
client press releases where they would get noticed, PRWeb essentially became the first 
online press release marketing company. The old days of crossing your fingers to see if 
you press release moves the needle are coming to an end.  We now have more tools at our 
disposal as PR professionals and marketers than ever before.

David Merman Scott is someone that "truly gets it” when it comes to this new space.  
David has established himself as one of the foremost Internet content experts with a deep 
understanding of the importance of online content in building brand awareness and online 
traffic.  In the first edition of this eBook, The New Rules of PR, he became the first 
person to develop a discussion framework around PRWeb's direct-to-consumer press 
release model.  

Are you ready to try something new?  As you read this new edition you will be able to 
identify new ways that your press releases can work for you.  David Meerman Scott 
presents some concepts here that are guaranteed to have an impact on your bottom line as 
an agency or online marketer.  As you learn to develop new PR strategies around these 
concepts, your agency or business will flourish.  Ignore his discussion at your own risk.

Welcome to the exciting new era in content distribution where public relations and 
marketing converge.

David McInnis
  Founder & CEO
   PRWeb, A Vocus Service
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The new rules of PR in a Web 2.0 World
How to create a press release strategy for reaching buyers directly

The Web has changed the rules for press releases. The thing is, most old-line PR 
professionals just don’t know it yet. 

Because the rules for relating to the public have changed so slowly over the past 
ten years (since the Web has allowed people to read press releases directly), 
practitioners who learned based on the old rules have been equally slow to change. 
In fact, most old-school experts have refused to change altogether. It is time to step 
it up and consider the promise Web 2.0 public relations holds.

• Do you want to reach your buyers directly?
• Do you want to drive traffic to your Web site?
• Do you want to achieve high rankings on the search engines?
• Do you want to attract buyers who are looking for what you have to 

offer?
• Do you want to move people into and through the sales process?
• Do you want to compete more effectively?

Then read on. 

But be prepared to alter the way you think about press releases.
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The old rules of press releases

In the old days, a press release was – -shockingly – actually a release to the press. 

Before the Web, everybody knew that the only reason you issued a press release 
was to get the media to write about you. 

Ye Olde Press Release Rules

• Nobody saw the actual press release except a handful of reporters 
and editors. 

• You had to have significant news before you were allowed to write 
a press release. 

• A release had to include quotes from third parties, such as 
customers, analysts and experts.

• The only way your buyers would learn about the press release's 
content was if the media wrote a story about it.

• The only way to measure the effectiveness of press releases was 
through “clip books," which collected every time the media 
deigned to pick up your release.

No More. 

The Web has transformed the rules and you must transform your releases to make 
the most of the Web-enabled marketplace of ideas.
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Why you need to learn the new rules 

Today, savvy marketing professionals use press releases to reach buyers directly. 

While many marketing and PR people understand that press releases sent over the 
wires appear in near real-time on services like Google News, very few understand 
the implications for how they must dramatically alter their press release strategy in 
order to maximize the effectiveness of the press release as a direct consumer-
communication channel.

The media has been disintermediated. The Web has changed the rules. Buyers read 
your press releases directly and you need to be talking their language.

This is not to suggest that media relations are no longer important; mainstream 
media and the trade press must be part of an overall communications strategy. In 
some businesses, mainstream media and the trade press remain critically important 
and, of course, the media still derives some of its content from press releases. 

But your primary audience is no longer just a handful of journalists. Your audience 
is millions of people with Internet connections and access to search engines, RSS 
readers and social bookmarking services.
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The new rules of press releases

• Don't just send press releases when “big news” is happening; find good 
reasons to send them all the time. 

• Instead of just targeting a handful of journalists, create press releases 
that appeal directly to your buyers.

• Write releases replete with keyword-rich copy. 
• Create links in releases to deliver potential customers to landing pages 

on your Web site. 
• Optimize press release delivery for searching and browsing. 
• Drive people into the sales process with press releases. 

OK, now that you know the new rules, you need change the fundamental way that 
you use press releases. Throughout the rest of this e-book, I’ll share with you some 
specific strategies for leveraging the once lowly press release into one of the most 
important direct marketing tools at your disposal and, in the process, teach you 
how to drive buyers straight to your company’s products and services.
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Let the world know about your expertise

Every organization possesses particular expertise that has value in the new e-
marketplace of ideas. The Web has made it easy for organizations to publish that 
expertise in various forms, including press releases, which allows companies, 
institutions, and non-profits to function much like traditional publishers. 
Organizations gain credibility and loyalty with customers, employees, investors, 
and suppliers through content, and smart Web marketers now think and act like 
publishers in order to create and deliver content targeted directly at their audience.

As organizations of all types begin to behave like publishers, many are adapting to 
the rigors of the publishing business and learning the editorial process. At the same 
time, new rules are emerging as online publishing continues to mature.

In an increasingly competitive marketplace, all organizations are searching for the 
elusive key to success. Well, look no further: Content, even in the form of a 
"mere" press release, will unlock success in almost any product category, even in 
highly competitive industries where smaller players are beset upon by larger, 
better-funded competitors. 

A June 2006 study by Outsell, reported in TrendAlert: 2006 User Update – 
Information Managers Challenged To Supply Time-Saving Solutions, More 
Efficient Search (www.outsellinc.com/store/products/237), found that corporate 
and government sectors have increasingly turned to press releases for information, 
surpassing trade publications. The report cited developments such as Google News 
Alerts and RSS as contributing factors to the rise in popularity of press releases in 
business research.

 .
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Let me tell you a story

I speak regularly at conferences and seminars. In the Fall of 2005, I was preparing 
a keynote speech called “Shorten your sales cycle: Marketing programs that 
deliver more revenue faster” for the Software Marketing Perspectives Conference 
& Expo. To be honest, I was kind of procrastinating. Facing a blank PowerPoint 
file, I decided to hit on Google in search of inspiration. 

I entered the phrase “accelerate sales cycle” to see if there was anything 
interesting I could use in my presentation. The highest ranked listings for this 
phrase on Google were from WebEx™, a company that provides online 
collaboration services. What was most interesting was that the links pointed to 
press releases on the WebEx site. One of the press releases was about a new 
product: 

WebEx Launches WebEx Sales Center: Leader Expands Suite of 
Real-Time Collaborative Applications

Enhance Team Selling Process, Engage Prospects Throughout 
Sales Cycle, and Enable Managers to Monitor and Measure Web 
Sales Operations

SAN JOSE, Calif., September 20, 2004 — WebEx Communications, 
Inc. (Nasdaq: WEBX), the leading provider of on-demand 
collaborative applications, today launched WebEx Sales Center, a 
new service that helps companies accelerate sales cycles, increase 
win rates, and close more deals by leveraging online sales calls.
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Then I went over to Google News and checked out the same phrase – “accelerate 
sales cycle” – and sure enough, WebEx also had the number one listing with a very 
recent press release dated September 28, 2005: “Application Integration Industry 
Leader Optimizes Marketing and Sales Processes with WebEx Application Suite.” 
The press release, about a WebEx customer, had been sent through PRNewswire 
and had a direct Web link to the WebEx site to provide additional information.

There’s more. WebEx also provided links in some press releases directly to free 
trial offers of their services. How cool is that?

WebEx provided me with a great example of a company that had optimized the 
content of press releases to include relevant terms such as the one I entered, 
“accelerate sales cycle.” The company's press release body copy included 
additional terms such as “sales process” and “marketing business process” along 
with other excellent examples of keyword usage. 

After reading the WebEx press releases, I decided to incorporate some of the 
information I learned into my keynote speech for the Software Marketing 
Perspectives Conference & Expo. Now I frequently use WebEx as an example in 
other presentations I give (not to mention here in this e-book). 

Imagine the number of times this press release content has benefited WebEx just 
from one person that the company reached – me. I'll present this WebEx case study 
before thousands of people on the speaking circuit in 2007. And if the last e-book I 
published (a free preview of my book Cashing in with Content: How innovative 
marketers use digital information to turn browsers into buyers) is any guide, more 
than ten thousand people will read about this WebEx example in these pages in the 
coming months. But I am just one person – imagine how many other people 
entered similar words and phrases as I did and saw WebEx press releases.

This is a terrific – and real – example of the new rules of press releases in action.
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Reach your buyers directly

Under the old rules, the only way to get “published” was to have your press 
release “picked up” by the media. 

We’ve come a long way. The Web has turned all kinds of companies, non-profits, 
and even rock bands and political campaigners into just-in-time and just-right 
publishers. Organizations – the new publishers – create press releases that deliver 
useful information directly onto the screens of their buyers. 

Until recently, nobody ever thought of companies as publishers; newspapers and 
magazines published the news. But that’s all changing. Self-publishing Web-style 
has moved into the mainstream and organizations large and small are doing the 
publishing… via press releases.

As you are making this fundamental shift, what should you write press releases 
about? Big news is great, but don't wait. Write about just about anything that your 
organization is doing: 

• CEO speaking at a conference? Write a release. 
• Win an award? Write a release. 
• Have a new take on an old problem? Write a release.
• Add a product feature? Write a release.
• Win a new customer? Write a release.
• Publish a white paper? Write a release. 
• Get out of bed this morning? Okay, maybe not… but you are thinking 

the right way now! 
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To bypass the media, think like they do

In order to implement a successful press release 
strategy, think like a publisher. Marketers at the 
most enlightened organizations recognize the 
fact that they are now purveyors of information 
and they manage content as a valuable asset 
with the care a publishing company does. 

One of the most important things that 
publishers do is start with a content strategy 
and then focus on the mechanics and design of 
delivering that content. Publishers carefully 
identify and define target audiences and 
consider what content is required in order to 

meet their needs. Publishers consider questions 
like: Who are my readers? How do I reach them? What are their motivations? 
What are the problems I can help them solve? How can I entertain them and 
inform them at the same time? What content will compel them to purchase what I 
have to offer? 

Publish your press releases through a distribution service

Publishers also recognize that simply creating compelling content is not enough; it 
has to reach interested readers. The best way to publish press releases is to 
simultaneously post a release to your own Web site and send it to one of the press 
release wires.

There are a number of options for wire distribution of press releases. The benefit 
of using a press release distribution service is that your release will be sent to the 
online news services such as Yahoo!, Google, Lycos, and many others. Many press  
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release distribution services reach trade and industry Web sites as well. In fact, you 
can reach hundreds of Web sites with a single press release. Take a look at the 
various services and compare them yourself. A Selection of the Larger Press 
Release Distribution Services

• PRWeb  www.prweb.com 
• BusinessWire  www.businesswire.com
• PRNewswire  www.prnewswire.com 
• Market Wire - www.marketwire.com 
• PrimeNewswire - www.primezone.com/ 
• Billboard Publicity Wire http://billboard.prweb.com 

In order to get your press releases to appear on the online news services, you just 
have to get your release onto a basic press release “circuit” offered by a press 
release distribution service. The services also have many value-added options for 
you to consider. Compare options and in making your choice, remember that when 
your goal of sending press releases is search engine marketing. Thus, the 
newsroom and geographical reach offered by a service is less important than 
ensuring that your releases are included on major online news sites.

The 28-Day News Cycle 

With the introduction of Google News we saw the birth of the 28-day news cycle.  
Once a story is 28 days old you will no longer see it appear in news SERPS 
(search engine result pages).  This makes perfect sense if you think about it.  The 
last thing you would want as a consumer is to have to plow through news archives 
to find current news stories.  For this reason, while getting a press release into 
Google News and Yahoo News is important, perhaps of more importance to your 
long term online marketing and brand building objectives are the Web search 
components of Google and Yahoo since this is where most users go while 
conducting research outside of the 28-day news cycle.
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What does this mean?  If you want to maintain top of mind awareness and 
visibility in the News SERPS you should distribute press releases a few times a 
month at a minimum.  

RSS feeds from online news sites display your press release content

Many press release distribution services also 
offer RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds of 
their press releases, which they make available to 
other sites, blogs and individuals. What this 
means is that each time you publish a press 
release with them, the press release is seen by 
thousands of people who have subscribed to the 
RSS content feeds. And online news services 
such as Google News have RSS feed capability 
too, allowing people to receive feeds based on 
keywords and phrases. So each time your release 
includes a word or phrase of importance, people 
will receive your press releases directly and in 
near real-time.

As a marketer or PR professional you do not really need to know how to create, 
publicize or manage an RSS feed.  Services like PRWeb and Business Wire’s EON 
provide individualized feed management for your press releases.   Each time you 
submit a press release through one of these services your feed will be updated with 
the newest press releases automatically.

Simultaneously, publish your press releases to your Web site

Post your press releases to an appropriate and readily findable section of your Web 
site. Many organizations have a media room or press section of their Web site, 
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which is ideal. The press release should be kept live for as long as the 
content is appropriate, perhaps for years. For many organizations, the press  

release section of the Web site is one of the most 
frequently visited parts of the site. Check out 
your Web site statistics. You may be amazed at 
how many visitors are already reading your 
press releases.

When the press release is posted on your site, 
search engine crawlers will find the content, 
index it, and rank it based on words and phrases 
and other factors. To achieve high rankings, pay 
attention not only to the words and phrases, but 
also to other search engine optimization factors 
such as the URL used, the words in the headline 
and first paragraph of the release, the title tag, 
and metatags. Don’t use image files for text, as 

the words cannot be read by search engine crawlers. You should also create your 
own RSS feeds of your news stories on your site. Use a standard off-the-shelf RSS 
feed generator so that interested visitors will be able to subscribe to your press 
release feed directly.

[For much more detailed information on the specifics of search engine marketing 
techniques, check out Search Engine Watch.]

Optimize your press releases for searching and for browsing

At the broadest level, there are two ways to use and deploy content on the Web 
and smart organizations understand both angles and optimize press releases 
accordingly. The first way that people use content is to answer questions (through 
search engines), thus organizations must optimize content to be found by 
searchers. This will attract people who are looking for what your organization has 
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to offer. The second way that people use content is that they want to be told 
something that they do not already know. This is why browseability is so 
important; it allows users to “stumble” across useful information they didn’t know 

they were looking for. While many Web savvy marketers understand the 
importance of search-engine optimization, they often forget that sites must 
be designed for browsing too. You should deploy site navigational design in 

a way that provides valuable information visitors 
might not have thought to ask for in addition to 
answering any questions they may have. 

To illustrate this concept, consider one of the 
Web’s best known sites, Google, which in its 
purest form exists only to answer questions. 
With a site or content product organized only 
around answering questions, users must already 
know what they want before proceeding. But 
people also look to sites to tell them something. 
Contrast Google with another famous site, 
Drudge Report. Drudge Report doesn’t exist to 
answer questions; rather, it tells visitors stuff 
they didn’t think to ask. While it does provide 
search functionality (far down the home page), 
Drudge Report provides content that’s meant to 
be browsed and, when you are creating content 
for your site, you should too.

Press release pages are among the most popular parts of many Web sites based on 
visitor counts because many people browse these pages as they research topics. 
Consider organizing your press release section using multiple ways to browse. 
Maybe create links to releases based on buyer profile (maybe by vertical market or 
some other factor appropriate to your organization), by product, by geography, and 
the like, in addition to providing a prominent homepage link to a media center or 
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newsroom. You might also divide releases by different “solutions” or market-
target landing pages to help users drill to areas of interest.

People who are searching for your releases will still find them by searching with 
keywords and phrases, but people who do their own research and consider a 
decision over a period of time often browse releases to learn about an 
organization. They may also need to print them out to present research to others in 
their organization, so consider providing easy ways to print releases (in PDF 
format as well as HTML). 

The importance of links in your press releases

Particularly because your releases may be delivered by feeds or on news services 
and various sites other than your own, creating links from your press releases to 
content on your Web site is very important. These links, which might point to a 
specific offer or to a landing page with more information, allow your buyers to 
link from the press release content into specific Web site content on your site that 
will then drive them into the sales process.

However, there is another enormous added benefit to including links in press 
releases. Each time your press release is posted on another site, such as an online 
news site, the inbound link from the online news site to your Web site helps to 
increase the ranking of your site. This is because the search engines use inbound 
links as one of the important criteria for the page ranking algorithms. So when 
your press release has a link to your site, you actually increase the ranking of the 
pages that you link to – yours.
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Focus on the keywords and phrases that your buyers use 

One thing successful publishers do, which Web marketers should emulate, is 
understanding the audience first and then set about to satisfy their 

informational needs. A great way to start thinking 
like a publisher and to create press releases that 
drive action is to focus on your customer’s 
problems and then create and deliver content 
accordingly. Use the words and phrases that your 
buyers do. Think about how the people you want 
to reach are searching and develop press release 
content that includes those words and phrases.

Too often, press release content simply describes what an organization or a 
product does. While simple information about your organization and products 
might be valuable to a subset of your buyers, what many really want from your 
site is content that first describes the issues and problems they face and then 
provides details on how to solve the problems. Particularly when your buyers 
search, they use the words and phrases important to them. Once you’ve built an 
online relationship, you can sell into the needs and potential solutions that have 
been defined, but you need to help them find you first.

First, determine who your target audience is and figure out how it should be sliced 
into distinct buying segments. Once this exercise is complete, identify the 
situations in which each target audience may find itself. What are their problems? 
What keeps them awake at night? What do they want to know? What words and 
phrases do they use to describe these problems? The answers, by the way, may be 
very different from the way you would label them. Don't get trapped by your own 
jargon; think, speak, and write like your customers do.
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Your Buyers Don’t Want Gobbledygook

Though you may have a well-developed lexicon for your products and services, it 
doesn’t necessarily mean much to your potential customers. As you write press 
releases, focus on the words and phrases that your buyers use. As a search engine 

marketing tool, press releases are only as valuable as the keywords and 
phrases that are contained in them. 

Avoid words like flexible, scalable, 
groundbreaking, industry standard, or cutting-
edge, and other forms of what I call 
gobbledygook. The worst gobbledygook offenders  
seem to be B2B technology companies. For some 
reason, technology marketing people have a 
particularly tough time explaining how products 
solve customer problems. Because they are a bit 
fuzzy, they cover by explaining myriad nuances of 
how the product works (peppered with industry 
jargon that sounds vaguely impressive). What 
ends up in press releases is a bunch of "industry-
leading" solutions that purport to help companies 
"streamline business process," "achieve business 
objectives," or "conserve organizational 
resources." Huh?

Your buyers (and the media that covers your company) want to know which 
specific problems your product solves and proof that it works as advertised – in 
plain language. Your marketing and PR is meant to be the beginning of a 
relationship with buyers and to drive action (such as generating sales leads), which 
requires a focus on buyer problems. Your buyers want to hear this in their own 
words. Every time you write, yes, even in press releases, you have an opportunity 
to communicate. At each stage of the sales process, well-written materials 
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combined with effective marketing programs will lead your buyers to understand 
how you (specifically) help them. 

Content Drives Action

An effective press release strategy, artfully executed, drives action. Companies 
that understand the new rules of press releases have a clearly defined goal – to sell 
products, generate leads, secure contributions, or get people join – and deliver 
content that directly contributes to reaching that goal. At successful organizations, 
press releases draw visitors into the sales-consideration cycle, then funnels them 
towards the place where action occurs. The action mechanism is not hidden nor is 
the organization's goal a secret. When content effectively drives action, the end of 
the sales process – an e-commerce company’s “buy” button, the B2B corporation’s 
“please contact us” form, or non-profit’s “donate” link – are found in logical 
places, based on content that leads people there. 

For many companies, Web content also has a powerful, less tangible effect. On the 
best sites, content does more than just sell product – it directly contributes to an 
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organization’s positive reputation by showing thought-leadership in the 
marketplace of ideas. 

Many people view a well-executed series of press releases as from a company that 
they are considering doing business with as highly influential. Press releases mean 
your company is “busy” and a lack of press releases can indicate that you are not 
moving forward. In the new world of marketing, consistent quality press release 
content brands a company or a non-profit as an expert and as a trusted resource to 
turn to again and again. Press releases are often considered as an important buying 
criteria, especially in a complex B2B sales process.

Drive people into the sales process with press releases 

Savvy marketing professionals understand that sales and marketing must work 
together to move prospects into the sales pipeline. This is especially important in a 
complex B2B sale that has long decision-making cycles and multiple buyers that 
need to be influenced. 

The good news is that press release content drives people into and shortens the 
sales cycle for any product or service, especially ones that have many steps and 
take months or years to complete. Here's how you can make this happen:

 Understand your sales process in detail.
All sales processes are definable, repeatable and understandable, and effective 
marketers use the Web to move people into and through the process. You need to 
get together with salespeople, sales management and product managers to 
understand exactly what happens in the sales cycle. You should answer questions 
such as: How do people initially find your company or product? What words and 
phrases do they use? Understanding the process in detail allows you to understand 
how in the process press releases can be used. 
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 Segment your prospects. 
Consider press releases based on the buyer persona, perhaps by job title or by 
industry. A prospect is much more likely to enter the sales cycle by clicking a press  
release that talks about solving her problems.

 Create thought leadership content to sit at the top of the sales funnel.
People in the early stages of the sales cycle need basic information on the product 
category, especially “thought leadership” pieces. Don’t just write press releases 
about your company and your products; be thought leaders and write about the 
industry and higher-level strategic issues surrounding your product or service. 
When doing initial research, people don’t want to hear about you and your 
company; they want information about them and their problems. 

 Provide content that is compelling enough to get people to “raise their 
hand.”

In your press releases, deliver something of value that you can trade for a 
registration form. A link from your press release to an informative white paper, 
online event (such as a Webinar), or online demo will help move your prospect 
further down the sales process – and, in exchange for the right content, she will 
happily “raise her hand” to express interest by filling out a form. Remember, 
you’re still not ready to sell a product or service (yet); you are still relationship-
building. (By the way, these links will also help raise the search engine ranking of 
the pages to which you point.)

 Measure and Improve.
Measure what content is being used and how. Understand through Web metrics 
what’s working and constantly tweak the content to make it better. Meet regularly 
with salespeople to gain insights into the sales cycle and how your press release 
content helps, and can better assist, the process. The Web is iterative – you can and 
should make adjustments on the fly.
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The New News Cycle

The news cycle has changed, and with it, so must many of the rules of the 
game. With Web-based access to information, consumers have real choices 

for how they learn about the world around them – 
alternatives to the filter of mainstream media. Not too 
long ago, the only way for corporations to influence 
news was for their PR people to issue a press release 
(intended for media only) and then hit the phones to 
talk up journalists. Editors and reporters were in a 
power position as the filter between organizations and 
the public. With the old news cycle, all PR people 
knew the rules: The ultimate goal was to get some 
magazine or newspaper to write a positive story that 

would appear weeks or months later. Then the happy corporate flack would put the 
media hit into a clip book to prove their value to the organization.

No more. Information control is decentralized. The best PR and marketing pros 
know that Web-based communication delivered directly to their constituents is 
highly effective. Now, press releases circumvent the media and appear in real time 
on millions of desktops. Bloggers almost instantly comment on product 
announcements, and smart communications pros treat these “new journalists" with 
respect. Of course, magazines and newspapers are still vitally important, but in the 
new news cycle, the value of the media has shifted to adding context to the news 
and identifying trends. Marketers are beginning to understand what the new news 
cycle means to their communications efforts and are harnessing the power for their 
organizations' benefit.
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New Opportunities in Social Media and Peer Influence

Search engine placement of press releases or SEO PR is just one pillar of 
the direct-to-consumer press release distribution strategy.  Recently we 
have seen a second pillar emerge in the social media space.  New tools 

exist that can help you tap online social networks to 
extend the reach of your press release.

Let’s take a look at the Blogosphere as one example of 
this new opportunity.  According to a July 2006 PEW 
Internet Study, 12 million U.S. adults keep a blog.  
Ninety-five percent of those bloggers actively seek out 
online news.  That translates into 11.4 million 
influencers looking for your news on any given day.  

PRWeb refers to this phenomenon as “Peer Influence”; 
which at the end of the day is much more powerful than 

any promise we used to see in the mainstream media. The challenge and 
opportunity for you is to find ways to encourage this group of influencers to 
interact with your news.   Services like PRWeb and Business Wire’s EON service 
are giving you the tools that you need to foster good Blogger Relations. 

Social media goes far beyond the world of the Blogosphere.  We have services like 
Redit, Digg, Del.icio.us and Technorati that allow us as consumers to locate niche 
content that has been tagged by other consumers sharing similar interests.   

• Do your research.  Use services like Technorati to research your area of 
interest so that you know who the influencers are.

• Tag your news releases with Technorati tags so bloggers can find your 
release.
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• Join the conversations.  Blogs are interactive.  Bloggers appreciate it 
when you comment on their blog posts.  Contribute to the dialogue 
without shameless self promotion.

• Start early.  Become part of the conversation long before you need 
something from a blogger.

• Do not attempt to artificially boost your news in services like Digg, 
Netscape or Redit.  It is appropriate when sharing your news to 
encourage others to Digg your story but you should avoid seeding your 
own content. 

• Use a news release distribution service that optimizes for social media 
tags services like Digg and del.icio.us. 

• Use a news release distribution service that has a feature to allow 
trackbacks, which are messages that a blogger sends to you via your 
news release when he has posted something on his blog that references 
your release. A trackback says to your news release readers, “hey, if 
you’re reading this release, you might also be interested in a related post 
on my blog, so click here.” Thus, a trackback is similar to a comment. 
However, instead of leaving a comment, the blogger writes a post on her 
blog and sends a trackback that appears in the news release so your 
readers know her post is there. Trackbacks are a great way to start a 
conversation around your news.

If the media does write about your organization, GREAT!

Throughout this e-book, I have focused on how press releases are an effective way 
to communicate directly to your buyers. However, journalists still read and rely on 
press releases as they write stories. While you must work to craft releases targeted 
at your market target, your press releases should also make it into the hands of 
media professionals. The good news is that your efforts to communicate in a 
language potential buyers will find useful will not be lost on the media either; 
clearer more effective press releases will make sense to them too.
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And hey, if your releases generate a story about your organization, wonderful! 
Don’t forget to link to it from your site and to purchase the online and print reprint 
rights for the article so you can promote it to your buyers, who may not have seen 
the story directly themselves. 

Just don't wait for the media to talk. If you craft and deliver your press releases 
effectively, in today's Web context, you will reach your constituents directly.

Prepare to be a maverick

If you've read this far, thank you. 

But now I must warn you: Many people who adhere to the old rules of press 
releases will fight you on executing this strategy. If you are a marketing 
professional who wants to reach your buyers directly through press releases, you 
will likely encounter resistance from corporate communications people. They will 
tell you the old rules are still in play. They will say that you can only send press 
releases when you have “big news.” They will say that you need quotes in your 
press releases from respected third-parties such as analysts and customers.

But the old rules are old news. Press releases are being read by millions of people 
who are not journalists and billions of dollars of successful sales result.

If you face a stubborn old-line PR person in your organization, you may need to 
prepare a case for why your organization needs to adopt the new rules of PR. You 
will need to be a maverick. 

Don’t give up. There’s no doubt that in the Web economy, press releases drive 
action and make those who create them successful. 
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About PRWeb, a Vocus Service: 

PRWeb is the world leader in online press release distribution. Since 1997 the company 
has delivered over 500,000 press releases to journalists, news sites, blogs and syndication 
partners. PRWeb can be found at www.PRWeb.com

In 2006 PRWeb was purchased by Vocus Corporation (NASDAQ: VOCS) pairing the 
world’s most advanced PR management systems with PRWeb’s high-performance press 
release distribution platform.  Vocus Corporation can be found at 
www.Vocus.com
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